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Engage with this community gathering full details of experience, skills and 
expectations. Leverage this data on a platform that is intuitive in its boolean searches 
and supports monthly communication so that reactive campaigns can be achieved at a 
click of a button.  
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1. BUILD A LIVE TALENT POOL



Leverage one of the many assessment tools available to assess the “Success DNA” of 
your stars and use it to identify brilliant workers from existing and future talent pools. 
Sometimes tomorrow’s star performer is right under your nose in another role!  
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2. PROFILE TOP PERFORMERS



Share this newly found information with every person involved in the hiring decision 
from recruitment to VP. Take it to the next level by assessing intuitively what every 
Interviewer looks for and how they grade to ensure alignment and no loss of talent 
occurs at any point. (Hire rates from CV to offer have doubled when this is done 
correctly!) 
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3. ENSURE ALL INTERVIEWERS ARE ALIGNED



Bi weekly invite all those involved in the interviewing process to a Talent War Room 
onsite or virtually. Collate and review all data from CV, analytics, profiling, comments 
and grade centrally to make final hiring decisions. It’s a War Room by nature because a 
final outcome must be made before the meeting ends! No longer will you lose 
candidates waiting for job offer decisions and now everyone has invested their time 
together in the successful candidate’s future. This can have a brilliant impact on culture. 
A win win! 
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4. ESTABLISH A TALENT WAR ROOM



Get strategic, think ahead by profiling all roles in your organisation and measuring this 
against top performers to have clear analytics as to what great looks like. Now when a 
VP says I need candidates, your team can say “sure, we will have a shortlist at the end 
of the week”! Imagine their reaction! 
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5. PROFILE FOR ALL FUTURE VACANCIES



Implement these 5 steps and you will have full talent pipelines, an aligned hiring 
process, agreed hiring timeline and certainty that any headcount approved can be 
filled.  

and for that next step?… 

Gain access to our Talent Pools AND receive a Human Analytics Technology 
assessment? Contact us today for a chat… 

+44 8432895377 
INFO@VANTYINTERNATIONAL.COM
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